New report "Co-creating the Urban Future": a unique contribution to the global debate on urban sustainability

The New Urban Agenda must be achieved everywhere, in cities and regions large and small.
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The Fourth Global Report on Decentralization and Local Democracy (GOLD IV) – Co-Creating the Urban Future explores how the New Urban Agenda can be achieved everywhere, in cities and regions large and small. It will be launched on the 15 October at the UCLG World Congress in Bogotá.

GOLD IV – Co-Creating the Urban Future will be launched at the UCLG World Congress in Bogotá. The report provides the evidence base for the Global Agenda of Local and Regional Governments, a set of policy recommendations for everyone involved in the future of metropolises, intermediary cities and territories. **GOLD IV puts local and regional authorities at the centre of the New Urban Agenda**, focusing on policies that - with the involvement of citizens and communities - have the potential to transform human settlements around the world.

Co-creating the Urban Future follows the methodology of previous GOLD reports. It was drawn up by specialists and academic, based on a series of consultations with elected local leaders and local government professionals. This combination of **academic rigour and practical experience is what makes GOLD IV a unique contribution to the global debate on urban sustainability**.

The report argues that the contribution of local and regional governments will be essential to the achievement of the SDGs, the Paris Agreement on Climate Change and the New Urban Agenda, and that different local contexts - metropolitan areas, intermediary cities and territories - provide different challenges and opportunities for sustainable development.

The GOLD IV recommendations show how the New Urban Agenda can be implemented on the ground. They also call for a greater role for local and regional government networks in global governance, and for the reform of international financing to support sustainable infrastructure and accessible, inclusive services and rights.
Several sessions will be dedicated to debate the outcomes of GOLD IV for different types of local and regional governments during the UCLG World Congress in Bogotá:

- Intermediary cities (community forum), 12 October, 18:00-19:30
- Metropolitan and peripheral cities (community forum), 13 October, 9:00-10:30
- Regional governments (community forum), 14 October, 9.00 to 10.30
- Official launch of GOLD IV, 15 October, 9:30-10:00

The Global Agenda of Local and Regional Governments is an invitation to take the next step and foster a truly global and inclusive alliance for our urban future. If you agree the New Urban Agenda must be achieved everywhere, in cities and regions large and small, join the conversation using the hashtags #GOLD4 #UCLGCongress and #Habitat3

Resources:

- Global Observatory on Local Democracy and Decentralization
- Global Agenda of Local and Regional Governments for the 21st Century
- Global Taskforce publishes key recommendations for Habitat III
- Consultations on the role of intermediary cities in the Global Agenda of Local and Regional Governments for the 21st Century
- Consultations on the role of metropolitan and peripheral cities in the Global Agenda of Local and Regional Governments for the 21st Century
- Consultations on the role of regions, towns and small municipalities in the Global Agenda of Local and Regional Governments for the 21st Century
- Draft of the New Urban Agenda

Follow the conversation on Twitter and Facebook

Don't miss the launch of the #GOLD4 report on Co-Creating the Urban Future at the #UCLGCongress in Bogota #Habitat3 https://t.co/jxH5bPlYEw pic.twitter.com/qlUw6XDycv
— GOLD (@GoldUCLG) 21 de septiembre de 2016

Metropolitan areas require vision-led strategic planning guided by inclusive transparent #localgov #Habitat3 #UCLGCongress #GOLD4
— Kizzann Lee Sam (@CARILED_Kizzann) 21 de septiembre de 2016
Regional & localgov play a crucial role in promoting social cohesion & equitable development GOLD4 Habitat3 UCLGCongress cooperation pic.twitter.com/9H8ye1q8WX
— PLATFORMA (@Platforma4Dev) 21 de septiembre de 2016

#CulturalDiversity & creativity are pillars of sustcities and flourishing metropolitan areas. Habitat3 UCLGCongress GOLD4 Listen2Cities
— agenda21culture (@agenda21culture) 21 de septiembre de 2016

Environmental sustainability depends on integrated territorial development. GOLD4 UCLGCongress Habitat3 https://t.co/jxH5bPIYEw pic.twitter.com/6esYNvPv5X
— GOLD (@GoldUCLG) 21 de septiembre de 2016

No te pierdas lanzamiento informe "#Gold4 : Co-creando el Futuro Urbano" en UCLGCongress en Bogotá https://t.co/mKkPfFxyel Habitat3 pic.twitter.com/GhnOnC0YAF
— United Cities (@uclg_org) 21 de septiembre de 2016

We need Habitat3 to empower women in metropolises, intermediary cities and rural areas! https://t.co/eKBONHD9IU GOLD4 UCLGCongress
— UCLG Women (@uclg_women) 21 de septiembre de 2016

Os governos locais são aliados indispensáveis na implementação da Nova Agenda Urbana!#Habitat3 UCLGCongress GOLD4 Listen2Cities pic.twitter.com/yclCLkYyOk
— Red AL-LAs (@ProyectoALLAs) 22 de septiembre de 2016
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